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Abstract 
This work-in-progress paper describes initial efforts to 
examine two opposite cases of citizen science projects, 
namely Galaxy Zoo and Foldit. Early findings from two 
case studies suggest that the use of gamification in 
these citizen science projects is contested. Statements 
from participants indicate that Foldit and Galaxy Zoo 
seem to fall, respectively, on the two dimensions of 
ludus and paidia, the former being rule-based and goal-
oriented, and the latter being more oriented towards 
“playful experiences” in which participants can tap into 
motivations like curiosity and desire to learn. 
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Introduction 
“I often think that this question about science versus 
gaming comes up more as a moral or almost religious 
hot button. When priority is given to the gaming 
environment, it actually offends the values of those who 
cherish science as an ideology, while people who see a 
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priority shift towards science get offended because they 
cherish the immediate quality of life impact”. (Foldit 
player in an interview). 

“Every classification counts! What matters in Galaxy 
Zoo is not how many you do. Every contribution 
matters and helps us do exciting science! (…) The Zoo 
is not a competition, where the person who classifies 
the most wins”. (Galaxy Zoo team member posting on 
the project forum). 

These opposing quotes from two participants in two of 
the most well-known and successful citizen science 
projects indicate a tension between gamification and 
science. While a growing number of both mobile- and 
computer-based applications use games and 
gamification to engage citizens in science, e.g., Foldit, 
Phylo, MalariaSpot, EyeWire, just to name a few, the 
convergence between game and science can stir 
controversy, as the two can be seen as separate – and 
even incompatible – areas of activity. However, with 
the advent of digital games in citizen science, the 
“puritan” separation between game and science seems 
less clear. While gamifying research can be seen as 
problematic [12], gamification can be used to entice 
large numbers of citizens to contribute their time and 
skills to solve hard-to-automate tasks, such as protein 
folding or image recognition. However, the use of 
gamification in research also raises many open 
questions and ethical implications, as noted by [4]). In 
this paper, we describe our initial efforts to examine 
two opposite cases in two citizen science projects, 
namely Galaxy Zoo (http://www.galaxyzoo.org/) and 
Foldit (http://fold.it/portal/). While Foldit uses a design 
embedded game, Galaxy Zoo team members and 
volunteer contributors have a skeptical attitude to 

gamification, but have engaged in some restricted 
“gamised” activity. The purpose of this paper is to start 
to shed new insights into the players’ and project 
teams’ perspectives on the use of gamification, and the 
reasons why the two projects chose their opposite 
directions. 

Citizen Science and Gamification: Related 
Work 
The term “citizen scientist” refers to volunteers who 
cooperate with researchers in scientific studies [2]. 
Recently the use of gamification in research has drawn 
attention in CHI [e.g., 4]. [9] pointed to citizen science 
as another opportunity for gamification, as online 
gaming badge and competitions could support volunteer 
motivation and retention. However, when gamification 
is used in citizen science, engagement and enjoyment 
of participants must be balanced with the need for 
relevant scientific outcomes [3]. There is an apparent 
dearth of empirical studies on the use of gamification in 
research contexts [8]. A brief review of the literature 
reveals that the use of gamification in citizen science 
has raised both enthusiasm and criticism. Of those who 
are critical, some question the normative desirability of 
using games in science and warn against the facilitated 
game-like crowdsourcing [6]. Different conclusions were 
reached by [10], who, in a recent study of two 
purposeful games for citizen science, found that 
different reward systems and gamification approaches 
need not adversely impact data quality. 

The Two Citizen Science Projects 
Foldit 
Created by the University of Washington, Foldit is a 
collaborative serious game in which the public is invited 
to help researchers predict the structure of proteins by 



  

using their puzzle-solving intuitions, and to play 
competitively to fold the best proteins (see Figure 1). 
Foldit is a complex and intellectually challenging game 
and players strive to get high scores on each puzzle. 
Players can use two ways to fold a protein and solve a 
puzzle: they can hand fold and/or use scripts. Given 
that the game had become increasingly complex over 
the years, the Foldit development team let the players 
use scripts to help them manage such complexity. More 
than 100,000 scripts are shared by players, out of 
which 1000 scripts are publicly shared on the Foldit 
portal. Scripts can be seen as “automatic players”, as 
they allow a total or partial automation of gameplay 
and influence score. Levels and score are obtained via 
hand folding, using scripts, and/or a combination of the 
two at different stages of playing the game. 

Galaxy Zoo 
While like Foldit, in the sense that it is an Internet 
based system where volunteers participate in science, 
Galaxy Zoo (GZ) is a very different project. Where 
Foldit asks volunteers to solve puzzles, GZ asks 
volunteers to classify images of galaxies based on 
criteria supplied by the system. Multiple volunteers 
make classifications of the same small-cropped sections 
of images from sources such as the Hubble Space 
Telescope and Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Since the 
launch in 2007, hundreds of millions of classifications 
have been made with 200,000 users making more than 
100 million classifications in the first two years of the 
project alone. When participating in the project, 
volunteer contributors are presented with an interface 
that displays galaxy images with a series of 
classification choices represented by simple example 
figures of the particular galaxy features to be identified 
(see Figure 2).  

Research Settings: Two Case Studies 
Foldit  
An ethnographic study is currently being carried out of 
the relationship between the use of scripts and score. 
The study involves active participation in the game, use 
of content found in online documents, semi-structured 
interviews with players, and an ongoing online survey 
linked to the forum. Here, findings are reported from 
the analysis of a small set of online documents and 11 
initial interviews with players, who described their 
experiences with using scripts. Interviews were 
conducted from February to May 2015. Interviews and 
online documents were analyzed using thematic 
analysis [1]. 

Galaxy Zoo 
Investigation of GZ involves two different strategies. To 
date, semi-structured interviews have been conducted 
with five members of the technical and scientific team 
including several early members in the GZ project. 
These interviews have been transcribed and preliminary 
thematic analysis has been performed. Conversations 
have been had with eight experienced volunteer 
participants recruited through the official project forum 
as part of an offline meet-up at an event for people 
sharing an interest in astronomy. Field notes from these 
conversations were made and have been included in 
preliminary analyses. In addition to interviews with 
team members and volunteer contributors, the second 
strategy for investigating GZ has been to examine 
online discussion activity around the project. All posts 
from the forum have been collected using Martin 
Sbalodis’ Web Scraper framework to crawl the sites, 
define the data to extract, and present in comma-
separated files. The resulting corpus contains almost 
650,000 posts and this volume of material has been 

 

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the 
crowdsourced, interactive protein 
folding game- Image from 
http://etec.ctlt.ubc.ca/510wiki/Fil
e:FoldIT_Main.PNG 

 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot from the 
Galaxy Zoo classification interface 

 

 



  

approached through a combination of computational 
content analysis to identify themes and threads of 
interest, with manual interaction analysis of identified 
discourses. 

Results  
The relationship between script and score in Foldit 

Asked about what they think the main goal of Foldit is, 
half of the players focused on doing science, while 
others emphasized the use of games to further scientific 
progress. While none of the responses from the players 
suggest a conflict between science and games, a couple 
of players expressed critical views of the overuse of 
scripts in the game. 10 out of the 11 interviewed 
players use scripts at some stage during gameplay, as 
scripts are thought to be necessary – although not 
sufficient per se – to increase scores and become top 
solos. As one player put it, “ I would say that there are 
only a select few players that will only use hand folding, 
and they rarely play anymore. It would be like someone 
who always used a slide rule and refused to switch over 
to a calculator. This person eventually fades away as a 
participant.” Scripts can play a motivating role, as 
another player said “the ability to write scripts that 
overdo humans is the key factor that I stayed playing”. 
The role born by scripts in protein folding can 
disappoint players, as this quote from a participant who 
left Foldit indicates: “the goal of Foldit is not to watch 
recipes running on powerful computers … the goal of 
Foldit is that people of different background imagine a 
new way to fold so that we find solutions that … 
biologists cannot find. The success on running recipes 
has no meaning, not a prove of personal competence, 
not a way to learn to fold”. Players referred to scripts as 
being simply “macros” that are not “smart”. While they 
can help detect good shapes and allow players to make 

rapid progress to the solution of puzzles, scripts were 
said to do very little to fix fundamental flaws. Another 
former player who developed Blue Fuse, one of the 
most popular scripts in the history of Foldit, expressed 
his clear view on how score can be correlated 
negatively to the design of proteins: “as the popularity 
of Blue Fuse climbed, I realized more and more that I 
had unwittingly released a bit of a monster. People 
were interpreting the rapid progress on scores with Blue 
Fuse as a sign that their proteins had good shape. But 
Blue Fuse could only fix bad shape by chance”. The 
same player lamented that beginners who score high by 
using only scripts do not learn and do not contribute to 
the goal of Foldit.  

 
Galaxy Zoo  
Unlike Foldit, there are no explicit features for gaming 
in GZ. While the team who created GZ as a flagship 
project within the ecology of citizen science projects 
under the Zooniverse umbrella has tried some game-
like activities in other projects [7], they have remained 
generally skeptical to the idea. In recent interview for 
this research project, one Zooniverse team member 
with a leadership position noted that, “even when 
gamification is effective it has a negative effect on 
people’s feelings about the project which, again, if 
you’re trying not only to get work done but to get them 
to change their minds about science or to think 
differently about science or to be responsive to learning 
is a really bad idea” (GZ team member). Despite this 
scepticism and with little explicit support for gaming, 
Zooniverse team members have noticed the playful and 
sometimes gamised activities of volunteer contributors 
across their different citizen science projects while 
completing classification tasks [7]. In their study of 
gamised aspects of Zooniverse projects, [7] focused on 



  

 

Activity Organiser 
Caption 

competition 
GZ team 

Machine 
learning 

competition 

GZ team 

Redshift 
competition 

Volunteers 

GZ memory 
game  

Volunteers 

Table 1: Examples of 
organized gamised activities 
in GZ 

the question, “Are people playing when they are 
categorizing on the Zooniverse?”. Due to what they 
describe as a straightforward platform that constrains 
the participation forms volunteers have available to 
them, they present little in the way of activity that can 
be considered to be gamised in GZ. However, as [7] 
acknowledge, in many cases volunteer participation in 
GZ is far more elaborate than the core activity of 
classification might suggest. Our preliminary research 
shows that it is in tasks outside this core activity that 
volunteers engage in activities that have gamised 
aspects. These side activities are coordinated through 
the forum on the GZ platform. 

Performing keyword in context (KWIC) searches for the 
terms compete, competition, game, contest, and game 
occur infrequently, only appearing in 0.15% of posts. 
When used they are often used by moderators and 
scientists reminding volunteer contributors that GZ is 
not a game. Statements to this effect are often take the 
form of telling volunteers that competition hurts 
scientific validity and works against the goals of the 
project: “In the very beginning, the top 25 classifiers 
were publicly recognized. Sadly this led to unhealthy 
competition - including accusations of cheating and 
some actual cheating - so it was soon given up. It may 
also have led to poorer classifications, though I don't 
have the data on that one!” (GZ science team member 
posting on the forum). Despite the repeated portrayal 
of gaming, contests, and competition as negative by GZ 
team members and moderators on the forum, the same 
activities have been discussed (see Table 1). 

Discussion and Implications for Future Work 
The findings suggest that the use of gamification in 
citizen science is contested. The statements produced in 

support of and in opposition to the use of gamification 
in citizen science should make us consider what is at 
stake with its emergence. Gamification can be used to 
maximize the effectiveness of skilled players who know 
how to use scripts properly, but they can also be used 
to motivate inexperienced players “to choose carrots 
over bacon by badges and leaderboards” [11, p. 43], 
without needing to know why carrots are healthier but 
only that they give more points. In both projects, some 
statements indicate a concern for enticing participants 
into activities by fostering competition through rewards, 
without retaining the value of contributing to science to 
attain the goal of building knowledge. The statements 
reported here also indicate that Foldit and Galaxy Zoo, 
based on their characteristics, seem to fall, 
respectively, on the two dimensions of ludus and paidia 
[5]. While Foldit can be placed on the ludus pole, with 
its rule-based and goal-oriented gameplay, Galaxy Zoo, 
rejecting gamification as it is generally practiced in its 
current form, can be placed closer to the paidic pole, 
with their participants apparently more oriented 
towards “playful experiences” in which they can tap into 
motivations like curiosity and desire to learn. In 
discouraging the ludus dimension, the Galaxy Zoo’s 
project team aims to avoid what they consider negative 
effects on participants’ feelings about the project, 
especially their idea of science as something different 
from a game but able to make space for playful 
behaviours. In closing, our ongoing work will continue 
to examine the projects along these two dimensions to 
understand their implications for the use of gamification 
in citizen science, specifically to understand the 
promises the two dimensions hold and the issues they 
raise for the achievement of scientific outcomes and the 
inclusion of a wide range participants with different 
backgrounds and motivations. 
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